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GENERALIZED CASSON INVARIANTS FOR
SO(3), U(2), Spin(4), AND SO(4)

CYNTHIA L. CURTIS

Abstract. We investigate Casson-type invariants corresponding to the low-

rank groups SO(3), SU(2) x Sl, U(2), Spin(4) and SO(4). The invariants
are defined following an approach similar to those of K. Walker and S. Cappell,

R. Lee, and E. Miller. We obtain a description for each of the invariants in

terms of the SU(2)-invariant. Thus, all of them may be calculated using for-

mulae for the SU(2)-invariant. In defining these invariants, we offer methods

which should prove useful for studying the invariants for other non-simply-

connected groups once the invariants for the simply-connected covering groups
are known.

0.1. Introduction

In a series of lectures [C] in 1985, Casson defined an invariant of integral
homology 3-spheres which was a refinement of the //-invariant of Rochlin.

Roughly, the invariant is the number of "signed" equivalence classes of repre-
sentations of the fundamental group in SU(2). The idea is to take a Heegaard

splitting of the manifold and define an intersection number for the associated

representation spaces. The difficulty in doing this arises from the fact that
the representation spaces involved are not manifolds; rather they are varieties

with singular points corresponding to the reducible representations of the fun-

damental group. Casson overcomes this difficulty by observing that for integral

homology spheres the only reducible representation of the fundamental group
in the trivial one, and the representation spaces for the two handlebodies of the
Heegaard decomposition are already transverse at the trivial representation.

After Casson announced his invariant, several mathematicians sought to ex-

tend this idea to define invariants for other manifolds and other Lie groups. In

[A], Atiyah suggested that this process could be carried out for SU(w) and by
implication for any compact Lie group. In [BN], Boyer and Nicas defined an

invariant for a larger class of manifolds including rational homology spheres.

They explained that for manifolds which are not sufficiently large one may

simply ignore the irreducible representations, as Casson did. In [BL], Boyer

and Lines defined another generalization of Casson's invariant counting SU(2)-
representations of integral homology lens spaces. This invariant included a term
measuring the effect of the reducible representations of the fundamental group.
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Finally, in his doctoral dissertation at Berkeley [W], Walker extended Cas-

son's definition to give an invariant of rational homology 3-spheres which fully

incorporated the reducible representations. Walker used work by Goldman [Gl

and G2] on the natural symplectic structures of the representation spaces in-
volved to count the number of "extra" intersection points arising in the normal

bundle of the space of reducible representations inside the space of SU(2)-

representations under isotopy. This enabled him to accurately count the ir-

reducible representations without ignoring the reducible ones. He obtains an

invariant which agrees with those of Casson and of Boyer and Lines for appro-

priate manifolds but is more sophisticated than that of Boyer and Nicas.
Both Casson and Walker give Dehn surgery formulae for calculating the in-

variants. These formulae allow us to compute the invariant combinatorially
given a description of the manifold as the result of a sequence of Dehn surg-
eries on a family of knots in S3.

A definition for the SU(«)-invariant following the approach of Walker was
offered by Cappell, Lee and Miller in [CLM]. However no formula for calculat-

ing the invariants has been announced as of yet.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the invariants corresponding to

the low-rank groups SO(3), SU(2) x Sx, U(2), Spin(4), and SO(4). We define
these invariants following an approach similar to those of Walker and Cappell,

Lee, and Miller. We obtain a description for each of the invariants in terms of

the SU(2)-invariant. (See Theorems 3.4, 4.3, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.) Thus, all of
them may be calculated using the surgery formulae of Casson and Walker.

In defining these invariants, we answer Atiyah's question for low-rank groups.

We also offer methods which should prove useful for studying the invariants for

other non-simply-connected groups once the invariants for the simply-connected
covering groups are known.

The paper is outlined as follows: in § 1, we provide background information
applicable to all of the groups. We define the representation spaces involved and
determine their stratifications. The symplectic geometry which will be used in

defining the invariants is outlined, and orientation conventions are established.
The SO(3)-invariant is defined in §2 and calculated in §3. The definition

is closely related to that of the SU(2)-invariant, although a bit more care is

needed when dealing with representations into 0(2) and the group of diagonal

matrices. We explain how to lift the entire theory to SU(2). This enables us to

derive a surgery formula for the invariant in §3.2. In fact, the SO(3)-invariant

obeys the same surgery formula as the SU(2)-invariant of Walker; thus we see
that the invariants are identical.

Section 4 is devoted to the SU(2) x Sx-, U(2)-, Spin(4)-, and SO(4)-
invariants. Relating these groups to SU(2) and SO(3), we are able to quickly

define the invariants and express them in terms of the SU(2)-invariant. We find
that the SU(2) x Sx- and U(2)-invariants are a scalar multiple of the SU(2)-

invariant, while the Spin(4)- and SO(4)-invariants are a scalar multiple of the
square of the SU(2)-invariant.

I wish to thank Ronnie Lee for his patient and insightful guidance during the

writing of my dissertation, from which this paper stems. Conversations with Ed

Miller were also helpful. I thank both of them as well as William Massey for
useful comments as readers of my dissertation. Finally, I thank Kenneth Budka

for his assistance in the preparation of the manuscript.
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1. Intersections of representation spaces

1.1. Casson-type invariants. Let M be a rational homology sphere (QHS)

with Heegaard decomposition (Hx, H2,T). (Thus, Hx and H2 are handle-

bodies, £ is a Riemann surface, and we have M = Hx U H2, X = dHx =

dH2 = HxnH2.) Let I* be I minus a disk. Let G be a compact Lie group.
The diagram of fundamental groups

nx(Hx)

nx(l*) ^ nx(zZ) nx(M)

N   ^
7r,(//2)

R%        Q*XGnQ*G = YLom(nx(M),G)

V     '
of the corresponding spaces of homomorphisms into G. Note that all maps

in the first diagram are surjective, while all maps in the second diagram are

injective. Note too that Q\ G n Q* G = Hom(7Ti(Az"), G) is an immediate con-

sequence of the Seifert-VanKampen theorem. Finally, since G acts naturally

by conjugation on these spaces, we obtain the diagram

Ql,G

B-G *~ Rg Ql,GÏÏQ,2,G

\/
\¿2,G

of equivalence classes under conjugation.
We wish to count the number of signed equivalence classes of irreducible (or

nearly irreducible, if G is not simply connected) representations of nx(M) in

G. Equivalently, since Hom(7Ti(M), G)/G = Qx g n Q2o, we wish to define
some sort of intersection number for Q\,g and Ö2,g in Rg and show that

this number depends only upon M and G.
We develop this theory for the groups SO(3), SU(2) x Sl, U(2), Spin(4),

and SO(4).

1.2. Stratified symplectic spaces. The difficulty in defining the required inter-

section numbers comes from the fact that the representation spaces defined in

§ 1 are not manifolds; rather, they are orbifolds. In this section we determine the

stratifications of these spaces. We also study their symplectic geometry, which

will be the key to obtaining well-defined invariants.

Let n be a finitely presented group, and let G be a compact Lie group. In

[G], W. Goldman explains that the sets of the form

induces a diagram

R*#

Hom(7r, Z(Z(X)))-/NG(Z(Z(X)))
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give a natural stratification of Hom(7r, G)¡G. Here Z(X) is the centralizer of a

subgroup XcG in G, Z(Z(X)) is the double centralizer, Hom(7r,Z(Z(X)))~
is the set of all p in the Hom(7i, Z(Z(X))) at which the dimension of

Z(p(n))/Z(Z(X)) is minimal, and NG(Z(Z(X))) is the normalizer of Z(Z(X))
in G.

We are particularly interested in the stratifications of RG, and Qi%G where
G = SU(2), SO(3), SU(2) x Sx, U(2), Spin(4), and SO(4).

We begin with SU(2). Fix a maximal torus S0X of SU(2). Up to conjugation,

the centralizers Z(Z(X)) in SU(2) are SU(2),S¿, and Z/2 = Z(SU(2)).
Applying Goldman's theorem, we obtain the stratification

-KsU(2) D S$V(2) ̂  ZSU(2) >

where Ssu(2) *s tne set °^ conjugacy classes of representations in 5¿ and ZSU(2)

is the set of representations in the center of SU(2). By the above, Ssu(2) =

(S¿)2*/(Z/2), where Z/2 = NSV(2)(SX)/Z(SX). Also, Zsu(2) = (Z/2)2« .

Let 5¿ also denote the maximal torus in SO(3) which is the image of SQX un-

der the map SU(2) -♦ SO(3). Up to conjugation, the sets of the form Z(Z(X))

in SO(3) are SO(3), 0(2) = S¿ UX05¿ where X0 is a fixed square root of the

identity matrix, the set D of diagonal matrices in SO(3), S0X, Z/2 c S0{, and
{/} = Z(S0(3)). Applying Goldman's theorem, we obtain the inclusions

^SO(3)

^SO(3) *- OsO(3) ^S0(3) *- ^sO(3) >

^s    /¿SO(3)

where OSO(3) is the set of conjugacy classes of representations in 0(2), ^so(3)

is the set of conjugacy classes of representations in D, 5so(3) = («S'¿)2«/(Z/2) is

the set of conjugacy classes of representations in S\ , Pso(3) is the set of conju-
gacy classes of representations in Z/2, and Z§o(3) is the set of representations
in the center of SO(3)—in this case, the trivial representation. Now Z(p) is

Z/2 if p e OSO(3)-(^so(3)U^oo)) and Z/4 if p e ^so(3) --Pso(3) • Also Z(p)
is 0(2) if p e Pso(3) - ¿so(3) • It follows that the geometric stratification of

Rso(3) is given by Rso(i) => Sso(3) D ZSO(3) •
The stratification of -Rsu(2)xS' = ^su(2) x ^51 can be deduced from that

of Rsu(2) since Sx is abelian. We obtain RSV{2]xSi D 5su(2)Xsi D Zsu(2)X5i,

where again 5,SU(2)X5i is the set of representations in a fixed maximal torus

Sq x Sx of SU(2) x Sx and ZSU(2)X5'i is the set of representations in the center

of SU(2) x Sx.
In U(2), the subgroups of the form Z(Z(X)) are U(2), SxxSx, andS1 =

Z(U(2)). (Note that Z(SU(2)) = Sx and Z(0(2)) = Sx, so these are not of

the form Z(Z(X)).) We obtain Äu(2) D Su(2) D ZU(2).
Recalling that Spin(4) = SU(2) x SU(2), we see i?Spin(4) = Rsu(2) x ^su(2) •

Hence the stratification of -RsPin(4) can be deduced from that of Rsu(2) ■ We

obtain the diagram of inclusions
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ZSU(2) X ̂ SU(2)

lSpin(4)

^SU(2) X ̂ SU(2)

ÄSU(2) X SSU(2)

SSU(2) X SSU(2)

ZSU(2) X ̂ SU(2)

5SU(2) X ZSU(2)

• ZSU(2) X ZSU(2)

ÄSU(2) X ZSU(2)

In SO(4), the subgroups of the form Z(Z(X)) up to conjugation are SO(4),

two copies of U(2) (they are not conjugate!), 5(0(2) x 0(2)), two copies of

SU(2) D U(2), Sx x 51, the set of diagonal matrices Z/2 © Z/2 © Z/2, two
copies of 5" c Z(U(2)), and Z/2 = Z(SO(4)).  We obtain the diagram of
inclusions

vSO(4)

^S0(4)

XSU(2)'

As in the SO(3)-case, if we count the dimensions of Z(p) for p in the

various spaces above, we find that R0, ^z/2®z/2®z/2 > and Sz/2®z/2 are not
actual strata. (That is, the dimensions of the Zariski tangent spaces are not
reduced.)

Note that the stratifications above induce stratifications of Qj,g ■ For G =

SU(2) or SO(3), we have QjiG D Tj>G D Qj>GnZG where Tj<G = Qj,GnSG =

(SI)* 1(1/2). Note that QJiG n ZG = (Z(G)Y .
We adopt the following notation: OQ;>So(3) = OSO(3) nß;,so(3). ^ôy,so(3) =

^so(3) n ßy.sop), and PQj,sow = pso(3) n ß7>so(3) • Moreover, for any repre-
sentation space X, we use the symbol X~ to denote the representation space
X with all subspace(s) shown in the above diagrams removed.

Finally, we study the natural symplectic structures associated with these
spaces:

If n is a finitely presented group and G is a Lie group, the Zariski tangent

space of Hom(7r, G) at p can be identified with Zl(n, 0Ad>)> where g is
the Lie algebra of G, via the map pt *-+ u, where pt: n -» G is a differen-

tiable 1-parameter family of representations such that Po = P and pt(x) =
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exp(tu(x) + 0(t2))p(x). Moreover, the tangent space of the Ad-orbit contain-

ing p is just Bl(n, 0Ad>) under the above identification, since if pt(x) —

(exp(i«o + 0(t2)))~xp(x)(exp(tu0 + 0(t2))) then the corresponding cocycle is

Adp(x)uo - «o = <5«o • (For details, see [Gl] and [G2].) Thus we define the

Zariski tangent space of Hom(7t, G)/G at [p] to be Hl(n; 0Ad/>) •
The Lie algebra g of G affords an Ad-invariant, symmetric, nondegenerate

bilinear form B : g x g —► R. On cohomology, B induces a cup product pairing

cûb :Hx(7i; gAdp) xHx(n; gAdp) -» H2(n ; R) ^ R.

We have

Theorem 1.1 (Goldman), cob is a closed, nondegenerate exterior 2-form, making

Hom(7r, G)/G a stratified symplectic space.

(See [Gl] or [G2].)
In fact, since H2(nx(Hj) ; R) = 0, cob is zero on

Hx(nx(Hi);gMp)cHx(nx(2Z);gAdp).

Moreover dim(Hi(7tx(Hi) ; gMp) = %dim(Hl(iziÇL); gAdp). Hence QitG is

lagrangian with respect to cob ■

We remark that if p e ZG then Ad/> is trivial, and Hx(n ; gAdp) — Hl(n; R)

® 0 for n = Tti(Hi) or n = nx(L). Since M is a <QHS, Hx(nx(Hx); R) and
Hl(nx(H2);R) are transverse in Hl(nx(Z) ; R). Hence QXrG and Q2tG are

transverse at ZG.

1.3. Normal bundles. We will need a thorough understanding of the normal

bundle of the space SG of abelian representations in RG for each G.

If p e SG , the 7ri(E)-module qMp decomposes as i)\dP®i)Adp , where hAd/>

is the Lie algebra of the fixed maximal torus T0 = S0X or (S[ x Sl)0 in G and

*>Ad o is its orthogonal complement with respect to B . Thus

H\n; QAdp) = Hx(n; hAd/)) ®Hl(n\ h¿,,)

for n = nx(L) or n = nx(Hi). Let vG be the Zariski normal bundle of SG

in RG, so the fiber at p is //'(^(E) ; i)Adp). Let ^(g be the Zariski normal

bundle of T~G in QjG at p, so the fiber at p is Hl(nx(Hi) ; h¿d/)).

To describe the actual normal bundles, we have the Marsden-Weinstein sym-

plectic quotient:

Theorem 1.2. Let [p] e Hom(n; G)/G and x e Hx(n;gKdp). Then x is

tangent to a path in Hom(7i, G)/G if and only if [x, x] = 0. Hence [p] has a

neighborhood in Hom(n, G)/G diffeomorphic to

{x eHx(n; aMp)\[x, x] = 0}/stab(/>).

A discussion of this can be found in [Gl].

It follows that the normal bundle \G of SG in RG is

ÇG = {xevG\[x,x] = 0}/To

while the normal bundle of TjG in Q} G is

6j,G = nj,G¡Fo-
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For details on the remaining definitions in this chapter, the reader is referred
to [W].

If we fix a metric on Z, take B to be positive definite, and identify

HLm»m&> hid/») and #Vi(Z); t)idp), we get a Hodge star operator

*: Hx(nx(l);l)idp) ^ ^(Tt^);^^

and a Hodge metric

< , >: tfWZ); h¿,„) x ff'OuP); fTAd,) - *

defined by (a, /?) = /z /?(a, */?). Then * gives an almost complex structure
compatible with cob :

coB(a, ß) = -(a,*ß)

for each a and ß in Hl(nx(l); i)Adp).

There is a second almost complex structure on Hl(nx(L); i)Adp) as follows: If

G = SU(2), fix a vector v e\)Kdp. There is a map 7: fr^d/) -♦ fr^. satisfying

5([a, b],v) = 5(a, 7è) for all a, b e hx, where [ , j:gxg-*g is the
Lie commutator. The action of Ad(7o) commutes with J, and J2 = -1

as long as B is scaled properly. Hence Hl(nx(2Z); i)Adp) inherits an almost

complex structure from ()¿d , which we also denote /. Finally, this induces a

complex structure on Hx(nx(Y) ; h¿,,) for SO(3), SU(2) x Sx, U(2), Spin(4),

and SO(4) via the natural maps of Lie algebras. If we lift vG to the double

cover SG of SG , then J gives an almost complex structure to the bundle vG.

From now on, view vG and r\jtG as lifted to SG .

In [W], Walker points out that ^su(2) decomposes as A+®A~, where J* \A± =
± 1. The solutions to [x, x] = 0 are the cone on the product of the unit sphere
bundles of A+ and A~ . Hence for SU(2)-theory t\p Si C((S2g-3 x S2«~3)/Sx)

and Qj,p = C(CP8~2). Clearly this carries over for SO(3).
Note that r¡jtG is totally real with respect to *, yet complex with respect to

/. Call such subspaces of vG complex lagrangians.

Let det1^) be the determinant line bundle of vG over SG . There is a map

det1 : {complex lagrangians of vGtP) —► áeXl(vG,p) as follows:

Elements of úq\(vg¡)) are represented by bases of uGtP over C. Two such

bases are identified if the linear map connecting them has determinant 1. Given

a complex lagrangian L of vG, choose a basis (over R) of L which is oriented

with respect to the orientation coming from the /-complex structure. Since

L is totally real with respect to *, any two such bases differ by an element of

GL(2# - 2, R) c GL(2g - 2, C) (or GL(4# - 4, R) c GL(4g - 4, C)), which
is well defined up to conjugacy. Thus the basis is a well-defined element of
det(vG>p).

We have the following:

Theorem 1.3. (a) det(^G) extends naturally over all of SG, and the fiber over

p eZG is naturally identified with det'Ci/^Z; i)Adp)) ■

(b) */;•,(/ gives rise to a section detx(t]j¡G) of det'(t'G) over Tj~G which

extends continuously to det1 (Hl(Hj ; i)Adp)) over p e f~G n ZG.
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Proof, (a) Identify SG with the space of flat connections modulo gauge equiv-

alence on the principal Sq-bundle over Z, or equivalently on Z x h-1, where

the two bundles are identified via the representation Ad(5¿). Following Quillen

[Q], det(i/G) may be identified with the determinant bundle det(Z)) of a family

of Fredholm operators. Details for SU(2) are given in [W]; the argument for

the other groups is similar. det(D) is a bundle over all of SG, and the fiber at

p € ZG is canonically identified with del(HxÇL; t)Adp)).

(b) In [W], Walker identifies det(i/su(2)) in a neighborhood of the identity

with the determinant of another family of Fredholm operators det(D'p). This

bundle has a smooth section near the identity which agrees with det1(//;su(2))

for p / 1 and coincides with det1 (Hl(Hx ; i)Adp)) at p = 1. The argument

is similar for the other handlebody H2 and for other points in ZSu(2) • The

argument for the other groups is similar.   □

1.4. Orientation conventions. In this section we establish orientation conven-

tions to be used for the remainder of the paper. We remark that these agree

with those used by Walker in the development of the SU(2)-invariant.
Write [Y] to denote the orientation of a manifold Y. By the orientation of

a bundle, we mean an orientation of the fibers.

Orient Z so that [M] is the orientation of [Z] followed by a normal vector

pointing into H2 . This gives an identification of H2(L; R) with R, thereby
fixing the signs of cob .

The spaces RG, SG, vG, and ¡t,G are symplectic vector spaces, so they inherit
an orientation from a>B ■

The bundles r¡jG and djtG lifted to TjtG have /-complex structures; this

determines their orientation.
Choose orientations of TG so that [SG] = [TX<G][T2G], where [Sg] is the

orientation lifted from SG .
Given a fibering Y —> E —> B, choose orientations so that [E] = [5][7]. Re-

gard spaces of unit vectors as quotients of spaces of nonunit vectors by R+ . Let
[G] ,[SQX], [(S1 x Sx)0] (the fixed maximal torus in SU(2) x Sl, U(2), Spin(4),

and SO(4)), and [R+] be the standard orientations. Define

[Rg] = [SgMg],    [Qj,g] = [Tj,gW,g],    [rij,G] = [ej,G][To].

(Here, note that [Tj<G][6jG] determines an orientation of a cover of a neigh-

borhood of TJG in Qj G, so the second equation makes sense.)

Orient boundary components individually according to the "inward-pointing
normal last" convention.

Finally, if A and B are oriented, properly embedded submanifolds of an

oriented manifold Y intersecting transversely at X, orient the normal bundle
CJ of A in Y such that [Y] = [ÇYA}[A], and orient X such that [B] = [£f ][X],
where Çf = CA\X is the normal bundle of X in B .

2. Definition of the SO(3)-invariant

2.1. The maps RSpin(n) -* Rso(n) and detVSU(2)) -► detVso^)). Note that

the map Spin(«) —► SO(«) induces a homomorphism i?spin(„) —► ^so(n) • Since

nx(L*) is a free group, this map is surjective. Moreover, the conjugation action
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of Spin(«) on itself descends to a faithful action of SO(«) on Spin(«). Hence

we in fact get a surjection -R¡S|pin(n) —► Rlo<n\ ■   Similarly, we get surjections

ßi,Spin(/>) ~* Qi,SO(n)   and maps  i?Spin(n) ~» ^SO(«)   and   ßl,Spin(«) n ß2,Spin(n) -»

ßi,so(/i) n ß2,so(n) • These latter maps are not surjections in general. In par-

ticular, if H2(M; Z/2) t¿ 0, then not all homomorphisms nx(M) -* SO(«)
factor through Spin(«). This section is devoted to finding the inverse images

of ßi,so(«) n Ö2,so(«) in R*stm(n)- FoT " = 3 we m fact count the inverse

images of ßi,so(«) n ß2;so(«) in R*Spia{n)-

We begin with the map Rlpia,n\ -* Rsoin) • The existence of a factorization of

a homomorphism p: nx(M) -* SO(«) through Spin(n) is equivalent to the ex-

istence of a spin structure on the associated flat SO(«)-bundle Çp . (Recall that

a spin structure on ^ is a cohomology class in Hl(E(Ç) ; Z/2) whose restriction

to each fiber is a generator of the cyclic group //'(fiber; Z/2). See [M].) An
SO(«)-bundle £ can be given a spin structure if and only if co2(c¡) = 0. Further-

more, if cú2(c¡) = 0, the number of distinct spin structures is \HX(B(Ç) ; Z/2)|.

We obtain

Lemma2.1. R*Spin{n) isa \Hl(L;Z/2)\-to-l cover ofits image in Rl0{n). ßf>Spin(n)

isa \H\Hr,Z/2)\-to-l cover of ßfSO(n). Q*x iSpin(n)nQlSpin{n) isa \H\M;Z¡2)\-

to-\ cover of its image in Ç?x%0{n) n ß2;S0(„) •

From now on we write co2(p) instead of co2(Çp).   We write R*a(M) for

{P e Q*l,SO(n) n Q*2,SO(n)\0>2(P) = <*} ■

We now investigate the sets R*a(M) for a ^ 0.

Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

-► Hl(l; Z/2) -» H2(M; Z/2) -♦ H2(HX ; Z/2) © H2(H2 ; Z/2) -* •• • .

Note that H2(Ht ; Z/2) = 0, so the map Hl(L; Z/2) -* H2(M; Z/2) is surjec-

tive. Moreover, Hl(L; Z/2) S Hom(Hx(Z), Z/2) S Hom(7Ti(Z), Z/2) by the
Universal Coefficient Theorem. We show

Lemma 2.2. Let a e H2(M; Z/2), and let ßa be an inverse image of a in

//1(Z;Z/2). Let ißa be the involution of R\-,ns induced by the homomorphism

ßa G HlÇL; Z/2) = Hom(7Ti(Z), Z/2). (That is, ißa(p) = p® ßa.) Let p e

R*a(M). Then p has an inverse image in ßf;Spin(„) n ißaQ*,spm(n) ■

Proof. We begin by noting that p\H¡ has a lift to Spin(n) for í = 1,2 since

H2(Hi ; Z/2) = 0. The lifts do not agree on Z since co2(p) / 0 ; however they
agree up to sign. The cohomology class a is the obstruction to extending a

lift to the generators of nx(M) which are generators of HX(M; Z/2), where

HX(M; Z/2) is identified with H2(M; Z/2) via Poincaré duality. In other
words, if the z'th entry of a is 0, we may choose lifts of p\H and p\H which

agree on the z'th generators; otherwise not. Thus, if we change the sign of the

lift of p\H   in accordance with ßa , it will agree with a lift of p\H . Hence, p

has a lift tO  ß?>Spin(n) H lßaQ2,SPin(n) C ^SpinW ■     D

Proposition 2.3. For each ßa in HX(L; Z/2), the subspace

ôl ,Spin(n) n 'A,Ô2,Spin(n)

o/Kwn) isa \Hx(M;Z/2)\-to-l cover of R*a(M) in R*S0{n).
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

0 H2(l;Z/2)

Hl(SO(n);Z/2)®Hl(SO(n);Z/2) -> Hl(SO(n);Z/2)

Hl(E(^H¡);Z/2)®Hl(E(íplH2);Z/2) -► Hl(E(tph);Z/2)

0^Hx(M; Z/2) - Hl (Hx ; Z/2) © #> (H2 ; Z/2) -► H1 (2 ; Z/2) -> tf2(Af ; Z/2) -» 0

0 0

Here, ^ is the principal SO(«)-bundle with flat connection corresponding
to p. The vertical sequences are extracted from the spectral sequences of
the fibration <J, . (See [M].) The map Hl(SO(n) ; Z/2) © Hl(SO(n) ; Z/2) ->
Hl(SO(n) ; Z/2) is the map

(1,0)^1,        (0,1)~1,

from Z/2 © Z/2 -♦ Z/2.
A lift of p\H is an element of H1 (E(t;p\Hi )) mapping to 1 in H1 (SO(n) ; Z/2).

Each map Hl (E(é¡p\H ))-»//' (E(¿¡p\L)) takes such a lift to the corresponding lift

of pk; hence the map Hx(E(tip\Hi))®Hx(E(^p\Hi)) -+ Hx(E(c;pk)) takesapair

(sx, s2) of such lifts to their difference in Hl(E(t;pk)). Thus, an element of

oî,Spin(n)n'/>«Ô2;SPin(n)  is a Pair  (Sl » S2)  "* H^Eß,,^))®!!1^^))  which

maps to (1, 1) in Hl(SO(n); Z/2)©//1(SO(/j); Z/2) and maps to the image of

ßa in Hl(E(tPii)). The number of pairs (sx, s2) in Hx(E(1;p]hi))®Hx(E(^h))

mapping to (1, 1) in Hl(SO(n) ; Z/2) © Hl(SO(n) ; /Z/2) is equal to the car-
dinality of Hl(Hx ; Z/2) © Hl(H2 ; Z/2). The number of these which map to

a fixed element x in the image of Hl(E(c;p¡H ))®H1(E(c;P]h )) in H\E(c;ph))

is equal to the cardinality of the kernel of the map

Hx (Hx ; Z/2) © Hx (H2 ; Z/2) -> Hx (Z ; Z/2) ;

that is, \HX(M;Z/2)\.   U

We now restrict our attention to the case n = 3. Recall Spin(3) = SU(2).

We know that each P € ßf SO(3)nßf SO(3) has \Hl(M; Z/2)| lifts to ßi)Su(2)n

ißaQ* SU(2). Moreover, conjugate representations in SU(2) map to conjugate

representations in SO(3), so the lifts of elements of Qx t so(3) n ß2 ; so(3) are well
defined. It remains to be seen when distinct lifts of an element of ßi,so(3) n

ß2,so(3) are conjugate. We show
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Proposition 2.4. Let np be the number of components of Z(p) in SO(3). Then

[/>]eßi,so(3)nß2;so(3) has \Hx(M;Z/2)\/np lifts in Öi,su(2)niÄß2,su(2)-

Proof. We begin by noting that the map i?su(2) -* Rso(i) preserves the dimen-

sion of the Zariski tangent space at each point. Let p e Q* SCv3) n Q* so,3n,

and let ~p be a lift in Qf SU(2) n ißaQ2 su(2) • Then Z(p) is the image of the

set {X G SU(2)|3jc e Hom(^i(Z), Z/2) with X--p = p®x} in SO(3). But
the set of X e SU(2) such that X • ~p = ~p ® x is just Z(~p)X0, where X0 is
a fixed solution. It follows that the dimension of Z(p) is equal to the dimen-

sion of a finite number of copies of Z(p) ; i.e. dim Z(p). Now recall that the

dimension of the Zariski tangent space at a point [p] in RG is determined by
the dimension of G and the dimension of Z(p). (See [G].)

Let p G ßi ,so(3)n ß2,so(3) with dim Z(p) = 0. If there exist distinct conju-
gate lifts of p in ßi>su(2) n ^Qß2,su(2), then there exists a nontrivial element
of SO(3) in Z(p). It follows that p(nx(L)) c Z(Z(p)) is strictly contained
in SO(3), and hence p(nx(zZ)) ç 0(2). Similarly, if there exist at least three

distinct conjugate lifts of p in ßi,su(2)nzß,ß2,su(2), then p(nx(L)) ç Z(Z(p))
is contained in D.

Now assume p(nx(L)) ç 0(2) and p £ ^so(3) USS0(3), and let ~p be a lift

of p in ßi,su(2) nzß,ß2;su(2)- Then Z(p) = Z/2, and also Z(p¡) = Z/2,
where p¡ is just p viewed as an element of Hom(nx(Hj), 0(2)). Then there
exists X¡ G SU(2), Xi ^ ±1 with X¡ • p¡ = ~pi ® x¡ for some nontrivial

xi G Hom(ni(H¡), Z/2). This yields a lift of p in ßi,su(2) n i^aß2,su(2) dis-
tinct from yet conjugate to p, namely p®x, where x = im(xi) = ißaim(x2)

in Hom(7Ti(Z;), 0(2)). Similarly, if p G ^0(3), then p has four distinct

conjugate lifts in ßf>SU(2) n ißaQ\iSU(2).

Finally, similar arguments using Sx in place of SU(2) show that a represen-
tation with 1-dimensional centralizer has multiple distinct but conjugate lifts if

and only if its image is contained in (and hence equal to) Z/2. In this case,
there are exactly 2 distinct conjugate lifts of the representation.   G

To conclude this section, we show

Lemma2.5. det1(t'su(2)) is the induced bundle f* detx(isSo(3)) where /:Ssu(2)—►

5so(3) is the map of degree 2 which is the restriction to SQX of the map Rsv(2) -*

i?so(3) • Moreover det1(^>Su(2)) = /* det1(i/7)So(3)) •

Proof. This is clear if we restrict our attention to bundles over SG . More-
over, if det(Dc) denotes the determinant line bundle of the family of Fred-

holm operators used to extend det(i>G) over SG, it is clear that det(£>su(2)) =

/* det(Z)S0(3)) • (View / as the corresponding map of spaces of flat connec-

tions on the trivial principal 5¿-bundle modulo gauge equivalence. Again, see
[Q and W] for details on the definition of D.) Similarly, the construction of the

extension of det1 (i/ye) over TjG-ZG to a section over TjtG clearly agrees

for G = SU(2) and G = S0(3), so det'^su^)) = /* det1 (>/,■,SO(3)).   ü

We also obtain

Corollary 2.6. The first Chern class cx(detx (vso(3))) °/det'(i/so(3)) is represented

by a multiple g>so(3) of cob ■ If T2 is a symplectic 2-torus in 5so(3) correspond-

ing to a 2-dimensionalsymplectic summand of Hx (Z ; Z), then /r2 g>so(3) = -2.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 1.14 of [W].   D

2.2.   The SO(3)-invariant.  We now define the invariant Aso(3)(-W), where M
is a QHS. The definition is similar to that of Asu(2)C*0 ■

Let G = SU(2), SO(3), SU(2) x Sl, or U(2).

Definition 1. An isotopy {ht}o<t<x of RG is special if
1- ht(QXtG) is transverse to Q2G at ßi,cnß2,GnZG for all t;
2. ht,    = identity for all t ;

3. hf : TRG.     -* TRG      is symplectic, thus preserving the fibers of the
SG SG

normal bundle vG.

Henceforth, all representation spaces are taken to consist of SO(3)-represen-

tations unless otherwise indicated; we omit the subscripts.
Standard arguments show that ßi and ß2 can be put into general position by

a special isotopy. (See for example, [W, Proposition 1.19].) Assume henceforth
that ßi and ß2 are in general position. We give numbers s(p) for p G

OQ~ n OQ2 and AQ\~ n AQ¡ and numbers I(p) for p G Tx n T2 such that
the sum

Y,    sign(/?)+        Y        S(P)+   zZ   J(P)
peernß2" p£(OQ,nOQ2)-S p€T¡nT2

is independent of the choice of special isotopy, the choice of orientations of Tx

and f2 , and the choice of Heegaard decomposition of M.
Let p G (OQx n OQ2) - S. If p $ A (resp. p G A), let U be a neighborhood

of p in R such that each point in U has at most two (respectively, four)

inverse images in each component of <j>~' ( U), where <f> : Rsv(2) -* ^so(3) • Let

U be the double (respectively, four-fold) cover of U, and let ß, n U be the

lift of Q,; n U to Ü. Note that the orientations of Ü and ß, n Ü are well
defined, induced by the lifts of the orientations of U - O and Q, n U - O. Let

p be the lift of p to U. Define

f ^sign(p)    if PÍA,
S(P) = \    !    .       ...      ..^ ^ sign(p)   if p G ̂ .

For p € Ti n T2, we define I(p) as follows:

Let p' and p" be the inverse images of p in S. (If p G Z , then p' = p".)

Choose arcs a'¡ from 1 to p' in f¡. Let 7' = a\ * (-a2), and let y" -

r(a\) * (--c(a'2)), where t is the covering involution of S. Since t induces

multiplication by -1 on HX(S; Z), y' is homologous to -y", and we may

choose a surface E in 5 with dE = y' U 7" .

Next we define a trivialization O of det1^) over dE. To do so, we need

to define two paths connecting transverse, oriented lagrangian subspaces in a

symplectic vector space.
Let Li and L2 be transverse, oriented lagrangian subspaces of a symplectic

vector space. Let ex, ... , e„ be an oriented basis of Li. Then there is a unique
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basis fx, ... , fn of L2 such that co(ei, f) — S¡j, where co is the symplectic

structure of the vector space. Set

P±(Lx,L2)t = oriented span of gXyt,... , gnJ,

where

gi,t = cos (|(i - 1)) e, ± sin (|(i - 1)) f.

Note that P±(LX, L2) depends continuously on the choice of oriented basis
of Li. Since the set of all such bases is connected, the homotopy class of

P±(LX, L2) is well defined.

Using these paths, we can define trivializations of detx(i/) over y' using the

map Sx -» det1^)], given by

det1^),^ *âet\P±(rntP., n2,p,))*(-detx(n2)Ua[})*(-detxP±(riXtX, n2,x)).

Define trivializations over y" similarly. Finally, let <P± be the corresponding

trivializations over dE, and let <P be the average of 0+ and <!>_ . (That is,

if / is an affine function from the set of trivializations to R, then /(O) =

$(/(*+) + /(*-)) •) Now define

HP) = {

2 \ci{àet\vso(3)lB »*))-/ wso(3)J   if P$P,

- \cx(detx(i>so{3)iE »*))-/ wso(3)J   iipeP-
4

0 ifpGZ.

Note that if we choose another surface E' with dE' = / u y" and define

j'(p) = i(c,(detV|£/), 0)-/£, <a), then I(p)-I'(p) = 0, since £U£' is closed

and co represents cx(detx(u)) by Corollary 2.6. Thus I(p) is independent of

the choice of spanning surface E.

If we choose another arc a'3 from 1 to p' in Tx, we may choose a surface D

lying entirely in Tx with 3D = (—a'3)*a\ o(-r(a'î))*,r(a'l). The trivialization

given by dctx(nx) extends over D, and hence cx(detx(v\DUE)) = cx(detx(v\E))

and JDuE co = jEco. It follows that I(p) is independent of the choice of arc

a'j. The argument that I(p) is independent of the choice of a'2 is similar.

Finally, note that JE co is independent of the metric on F. Moreover,

cx (det1 (v)) depends continuously on the choice of metric and takes on discrete

values. Since the set of metrics on F is connected, it follows that cx(dtix(v))
is also independent of the choice of metric, and hence I(p) is.

We define

,        ,t„      Sp€ßrnß- si&iP) + ^p€(0QinOQ2)-sj(P) + EpeTwHP)

Xs°W{M)-\HX(M;Z)\-"•

To see that ASO(3) is well defined, we must show that the right-hand side
is independent of the choice of isotopy used to put ßi and ß2 into general

position, the choice of orientations of Tx and ?2, and the choice of Heegaard
decomposition. The proof of special isotopy invariance is a slight generaliza-
tion of Walker's proof for the SU(2)-case. The other proofs are completely
analogous to the SU(2)-case, so we omit them.
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We first show that AS0(3)(Af) is independent of the choice of special isotopy.

This is equivalent to showing that given a special isotopy h: R x I —> R with

A(', 0) = identity such that ßj = h(Qx ,1) is in general position with ß2 , we

have

Y    sign(/7)+        Y        S(PÎ+   zZ   ¡ÍP)
p£Q;r)Q- P€(OQinOQ2)-S p€TinT2

=   y   sign(p)+     ¿2    S^+ zZ 7t(p)
peöi'"nß- pe(OQ¡nOQ2)-S P&T¡nT2

where I^(p) is computed using ß{, r¡\, etc.

We begin by "unconing" the normal bundle of S~ in R. More precisely:

Let £ be the unit normal bundle of S~ in R. For some neighborhood N

of | x {0} , the map £ + 1 -^ R given by (x, t) t-> exp(ijc) is a diffeomorphism

onto its image. Let R~ = R~ \Je N. Define ß7 c i?~ similarly.

Now ß7   and i?~ are quotients of manifolds with boundary by a finite group

action. Hence there is a well-defined intersection theory for Qx and ß2 in

R~ . The definition of s(p) for p in OQ{~ n Oß^ or /ißj" n ^ß^ given in
the previous section is precisely that needed for such an intersection theory.

Abusing notation, we also let h denote the map R~ x I —► R~ induced by

h: Rx I —► R. We may assume Qx x I and ß2 are in general position in R.

We obtain

¿2     sign(p) + J2        S(P)~      ¿2      sißn(^)- ¿2        S(PÏ
peQ-nQ- p€(OQ¡nOQ2)-S p€Q¡-~r\Q- p£(OQ¡nOQ2)-S

= -       ¿Z       n(c)
c€h(6lxl)nê2

where 0¡ is the unit normal bundle of T¡~ in ß, and n(c) is defined as follows:

Orient Qx x I as a product. Orient h(Qx x I) n ß2 as an intersection.

View h(6x x I) n 02 as a subset of d(h(Qx x I n ß2 ), and define n(c) for

c G h(Ôx x I) n 02 to be 1 (resp. 1/2, resp. 1/4) if the inward pointing normal

at c is positively oriented and c £ O (resp. c e O, c <£ A, resp. c e A) and

-1 (resp. -1/2, resp. -1/4) otherwise.

Thus we must show

¿Z   (/f(p)-/(p))=      zZ     »(c).
P6r,nr2 c6(0ix/)nö2

Now since special isotopies are fiber-preserving, we have

(0,x/)n02 =    U   (0i,„x 7)n02i;,.
per,nr2

Thus it is sufficient to show for each p g Tx n T2 ,

i(p)-iHp)=      ¿Z      "W-
c6(éi,»x/)nfl2,»
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Note that this statement is trivial if p e Z , since special isotopies keep ßi and
ß2 Zariski transverse at Z .

In [W], Walker applies the orientation conventions of §1.5 to get

sign(«(C)) = (-l)*->M™.

If p G 7j~ n T2~ , this tells us

¿2        n(c) = (-l)s-x((êx,p,xl), d2,p,)tpi

c6(öi,pX/)n02iP

where p' is a lift of p to S, the double cover of S. If p G P and p' is the

unique lift of p to S, note that the fiber ¿¡pi is the double cover (where points

in O are identified appropriately) of the fiber Çp . Thus we obtain

£        n(c) = tl^l{{êltpl xl),d2,pl)ipi.

ce(ê,,px/)nê2iP

(Note that if t¡p n O is not empty, the error in the count of lifts of points

q G (0i x 7) n 02 n O is offset by the fraction in the definition of s(q).)

Let ß: I -> Jz^F be a path of complex lagrangians from n\ p, to n2tpl

transverse to r\2yP<. (This is possible since the space of complex lagrangians

transverse to a fixed one is contractible.) Let S be the loop (nx<P' x I * ß).

Since (01,^x7) = CP(r]\tP'xI) and CP(ß) is disjoint from 02p- =£P(n2<p<),

we have

( (-i)s~x(CP(S), cp{m,p>\   ifptP,

¿2        »(c) = <  (_i)s-i
ce(êi,„xi)nê2,p {—^— {CP{â)>  CP^2'P'K    ifPeR

We now consider I(p)-Ü(p). Since special isotopies are fixed on S, we can

take the same curves and surfaces for computing I(p) and /t(p). It follows
that

[-i(O-Ot)    if PGP,

where O is computed using nx x {0} , while O* is computed using nx x {1}.

Note that O - 0>t = (O,, - OÎ ) + (<Pi „ - Of ). We look first at the trivial-

izations over y'.

Choose any trivialization y/: det^sop))!, —► Sl. Then the difference 0|, -

OÎ   is the difference of the degrees deg y/(x) - deg y/(x^) where
Ijr'

x = (-det1(»2)|Q>(-det1 (/>(«,, i.ift.i)))

*(det1(iíi)|aJ)*(dct1(i,(»íi,^,»b,F')))

and x+ is the corresponding path using n\ in place of r\x. The one-parameter

family of paths

^=(-detI(»2)|o,)*(-det1(P(»1;1x{i},»2,i)))*(det1(«1x{0)|a,)
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allows us to reduce to <Pi, - Of   = deg y/(y) where
>y \y'

y = (-det1(w1,p, x7))*det1(7'(M1>pi,W2,P0)*(-det1(P(«î;P,,»2,P0))-

Recall that ß is a path of complex lagrangians transverse to t]2,p> from

m| , to nXtP:. The family of paths P(ßt, »2,p') yields a homotopy relative the

endpoints from (det1 (P(nx>p,, ti2,„,)))* (-detx(P(n\pl, n2,p,))) to -det1^).

It follows that

<Di, - OÎ   = deg(- det '(«i „< x 7) * - detxß) = deg(det x(-3)).

By equivariance, O^,, - 0|/( = O^, - 0|; , so

rdeg(det'(<J))        ifp^P,

^)-'^) = (.deg(det.(a)),    if/7ep_

By Lemma 1.11 of [W], degtdet1^)) = (-iy~x{CP(ô), CP(n2tP,))^ . Thus,

^so(3)(^7) does not depend on the choice of special isotopy.

3. Calculation of the SO(3)-invariant

In this section, we view ASO(3)(A7) as a sum of family of invariants

{Aa(M)}a6#2(A/;Z/2).

In 3.1, we define la(M) and give an alternative description of Xa(M) in terms

of SU(2)-theory. Section 3.2 is devoted to proving

Xa{M) = |77i(M;Z/2)|Asu(2)(M)-

3.1.   Lifting to SU(2)-theory.   For aEH2(M; Z/2), let

/

^2 sign(pa)

\Pa€<2l,SO(3)nö2,SO(3)

ka(M) =
Hi (Jl/; Z/2) I

Pa6(OQi>SO(3)nOß2   so(3))-Sso(3) PaeTl,SO(.3)nT2, SO(3) _/

where the sums on the right-hand side are taken over pa with co2(pa) = a.

This is well-defined given a choice of special isotopy, and

Y      UM) = AS0(3)(M).
aefP(M; Z/2)

We wish to represent Aa(M) in terms of SU(2)-theory. This will allow us to

show that the Xa(M) are in fact well defined invariants of M and to compute
the invariants. Section 2.1 provides the setting for lifting these invariants to
SU(2). However there is still some work to be done.

Recall that the orientation [RG] is determined by the sign of coG, which
is given by the identification of 772(7Ti(Z), R) with R. This identification
depends only on the orientation of Z and M ; hence the map Rsu(2) -*
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Rso(3) is orientation preserving. Then the map iß,ß2,su(2) -» ß2,so(3) pre-
serves (respectively, reverses) orientation if [iß,ß2>su(2)] = [ß2,su(2)] (respec-

tively, [1^,02,su(2)l = ~[ß2,su(2)])- In fact, [ißaQ2tsu(2)] = [Ö2,su(2)l for all

ßa G H1 (i; Z/2). To see this, consider the map ißa: ß2(su(2) ~* Äsu(2) ■ We

have ßfiSU(2) = (SU(2))* , and ißa(Xx ,...,Xg) = (ßa(xx)Xx,..., ßa(xg)Xg),

where x¡ is a generator of nx(Hx). Thus, ißa acts on each factor of (SU(2))?

as either the identity or the antipodal map, both of which are orientation-

preserving. It follows that tßa: ß2>SU(2) -> P*v(2) and nence 'fl,: Ô2,su(2) -*

^su(2) are orientation-preserving.

Note that a special isotopy h: i?so(3) x 7 —» i?so(3) induces a special iso-

topy h: i?su(2) x 7 —» 7<SU(2) which is equivariant with respect to the action

of T7'(Z;Z/2). If »(ßi,so(3)) is in general position with ß2,so(3)> then

«"(ßi,su(2)) is in general position with i¿,fl2>su(2) for all ßa G Hl(L; Z/2).
Assume henceforth that ßi ,so(3) has been isotoped so that it is in general posi-

tion with ß2,so(3) and that ßi ,su(2) has been isotoped via the induced special
isotopy.

Let p g ßf>SU(2) n i#,ß2~SU{2) and let P be its ima8e in ßi ,so(3) n ß2,so(3) •

By the previous remarks on orientations and by the definition of s(p) for p G

(OÖi.soo) n Oß2;So(3)) - Sso(3), we have

' sign(p)   if p G Qx- SO(3) n ß2- SO(3),

2s(p)      if p G OQî SO(3) n 0Q2 SO(3),

4s(p)      if p G ̂ ßr,S0(3) n AQl,SQ(3y

sign(p) = i

It follows that

¿2 siën(P)
|77'(M;Z/2)|

i'eßl.SÜ(2)niA.G2,SU(2)

Y sign(pa) + ¿2 s(pa).
Pa£Q7,SCXl)nQ-2.SOm Pa€(Oöl .SO(3)nOß2,sO(3))-5'sO(3)

We wish to define numbers I(p) for p G ßj~ su{2) n ißaQ2 SU(2) and show that

for any choice of ßa ,

\Hx(M;Z/2)\_peT     Çr       '^ = Z '<*>•
P£TU sU(2)n'ft, ¡-I, SU(2) Pa^I I, so(3)n 12, SO(3)

Note that the trivial representation id is not in /ß,r2>su(2) f°r a i1 0» so we

cannot define I(p) in quite the same way as before.

Let p G 7\,so(3) n r2,so(3) with co2(p) = a. Let p be a lift in ri,Su(2) n
i^r2)su(2) • Note that a/0 implies p £ Zsu(2). Let p' be an inverse image

of p in Ssu(2), and let p' be its image in Sso(3) • (So p' is an inverse image

of p in 580(3) •)

Let ci\ be a path from id to p' in T2>SU(2). Let a2 be a path from ißa(id)

to p' in ißaf2tSU{2). Let y' = 5*, * (-ä2). Then the image / of f in SS0(3)
is a closed path from id to p' to id as in the definition of I(p) for p g

^i ,so(3) n ?2,so(3) • f is the unique lift of y' to a path beginning at id.
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X(P")

Y'uY"in5SO(3)

Theliftof2y'u27"

beginning at id in 5 SU(2)

Figure 3.1.1

We claim that while y' does not lift to a closed path in Ssu(2) > 2y' does.

To see this, consider the inverse images of y' in Ssu(2) • There are 22g of

them, one beginning at each inverse image iß(id) of id,where ß is any ele-

ment of T7'(Z; Z/2). The inverse image beginning at iß(id) is a path from

iß(id) to iß(p') in i^fi>Su(2) followed by a path from iß(p') to iß(ißaid)

in ißißaf2>SÜ{2). In particular, the inverse image beginning at i^(id) ends

at ißa(ißa id) = id. Thus, the inverse image of 2/ which begins at id also ends

at id. Call this path 2y'. Let 2y" = TSu(2)(2y'). Choose a surface E in 5su(2)

with dE = 2? U 2y". (See Figure 3.1.1.)

Define trivializations 0± of det1(i/su(2))|7,u7„ as for I(p), where p G rljSo(3)

n T2,SO(3), using the usual patching procedure at id, p', /¿.(id), ißa(p'), p" ,

and ißa(p") and using the sections detx(ißarij,su(2)) over ißafJiSU(2) ■ (Note that

ißa*lj,su(2) is a complex lagrangian subspace of vsu(2), so this maíces sense.)
Finally, define

m = - ¡cx(detx(vSv(2))\E,®)- I «su(2)jj

ci(det 1(^su(2))|£ ' °) - / û,su(2) j •

The proof that these numbers are well defined is similar to that for 7(p)

where p G r1)SO(3) n r2>SO(3). We show

Lemma 3.1. Let p G Sso(3) , and let p be a lift to Tx iSU(2) n i^r2;su(2). (where

ßa = 0 if a = 0). Then

Í ¡(P)       ífP i *SO(3) >

" \ \l(p)    ifp G P¿o(3).

Proof. If p = idsu(2) > this is trivial. Otherwise:
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Let p' and p" be the lifts of p to Ssu(2) » and let p' and p" be their

respective images in 5"so(3) • (Then p' and p" are the lifts of p to Sso(3), since

clearly p' and p" map to p in Sso(3) and p' = p" if and only if p G P^0,3^ ■)

Fix arcs ö, and a surface E for calculating 7(p). Let a¡ be the images of

âj and let E be the image of E in >Sso(3) • (If the image of E winds around a

torus in Sso(3) > we view Tí as a surface with the appropriate boundary and the

appropriate number of copies of the torus attached.) Then these are suitable

for calculating 7(p) if p ^ idSo(3) • Let O be the trivialization of dE used

for calculating 7(p), and let G> be the trivialization of dE used for calculating

m-
We show

cl(detl(vSv(2)\E-),®) = I
cx(detx(vSO{3)\E),®)     ifa = 0,

2c, (det^soCTU ),<!>)   ifa^O,

and

,_WSU(2) = <
IE

If p = idSo(3), we show further that

/ fc>so(3)      if a = 0,
JE

2 / <ySO(3)   if a # 0.
I    Je

ci(det 1(i^u(2)|F). *) - JLiasu(2) = 0

This will prove the lemma.

The map is —» E is a homeomorphism if a = 0 ; otherwise it is a double

cover. (Again, if necessary we view E as having a closed surface attached.)

To see this, recall that covering space theory implies that there are 22g lifts

of E to Ssu(2) with boundaries yiX U y, 2 which are lifts of yx U y2 based

at the 22g distinct lifts of idso(3) • If a = 0, E is the unique lift of E with
boundary yxUy2, where y, is a loop based at the trivial representation idsup) •

If a ^ 0, E is the unique lift of E with boundary y x U y2 U /¿jj U ijja72 > where
y i (respectively, ipj¿) is a path based at idSU(2) (respectively, i^idSu(2))- It

follows that

c,(detVSU(2)|_))-
cx(dtX\vSO(3)h))     ifa = 0,

2f1(det1(î/So(3)|£))   if a t^O.

By Lemma 2.5, det 1('7;,su(2)|3 ) maps to det'^soffli,,.) if a = 0. If

a #0, we know ißa takes ß7-,su(2) to ißaQj,su(2) preserving orientations, so it

takes the Zariski normal bundle of 7),su(2) in ß/,su(2) to the Zariski normal

bundle of ißaTj>SV{2) in iAßy,su(2). This shows that det1 (//,„«,;Su(2)|5.) maps

to detl(r¡jtso(3)\a.) away from points in Zsu(2) • Lemma 2.5 insures that this

works over points in ZSu(2) as well.

We claim that O maps to O if a = 0 and 2<P if a ^ 0. We must show

that the patching procedure used at idSU(2), p', p" , and, if relevant, ißjj' and

ißap" agrees with that used at idSo(3) » P', and p" . To show this, it is sufficient
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to show that the fiber at a point q G Ssu(2) ^s mapped homeomorphically onto

the fiber at its image q G Sso(3) •

This is clear, since a point x in the fiber at q can have at most 22g inverse

images in Ssu(2) > yet ^ must have an inverse image in the fiber over each of

the 22g inverse images of q . It follows that O maps to <1> (respectively, 2<P)

if a = 0 (respectively, a^O), and hence

cx(detx(vSO{3)\E),®)     ifa = 0,

2c,(det1(IAio(3)|£),<!>)   ifa^O.
c1(det1(i/su(2)|z), <!>) = I

For the integrals, we have

/_cosu(2) = deg(det1(^SU(2)|J) -* detx(vSO{3)lE)) j œSO(i)

/ ù)SO{3)      ifa = 0,

'   t
2 / Wso(3)   if a t¿ 0.

V.    Je

Finally, if p = idso(3) (and hence a = 0), note that if E and <P are chosen

in the usual way, the difference cx (det1 (fso(3)|£) ,3>)-/£ wSo(3) is independent
of the choice of arcs a¡ from idso<3) to idSo(3) by the usual argument. In

particular, we may take a¡ and E to be degenerate, consisting of the single

point idso(3) • It follows that

= <

Ci(det Vsu(2)|¥)» *) - / wsu(2) = cx(dtix(vSO(3)\E), <D) - / ûjSO(3)

= ci (det ' (^soojUi»,), Point) - I     coSO{3) = 0.
^Doint

'E

D
' point

Corollary 3.2. For any QHS M,

Ao(M) = |77'(M,Z/2)|AsU(2)(M)-

Finally, this representation of ka(M) enables us to show

Theorem 3.3. Xa(M) is a well-defined invariant of M.

This can be shown using arguments similar to those in §2. The proof of

special isotopy invariance is carried out in 5Su(2) rather than in 580(3) • (We
obtain copies of the loop 6 at both p' and ißap' ; carry out the same argument

for both loops.) In particular, it is clear that Xa(M) is independent of the

choice of special isotopy of 7îsu(2) used to put ßi,su(2) into general position
with iß,ß2,su(2) ; this special isotopy need not be equivariant with respect to

the 771(M;Z/2)-action.
We are now ready to calculate these invariants.

3.2.   Calculation of Aso(3)(Ä7) •   In this section we show

Theorem 3.4. Let M be a QHS. Then Xso(i)(M) = XSV{2)(M).

Throughout this section, representation spaces are assumed to consist of

SU(2)-representations unless otherwise stated; we omit the subscripts.
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We adopt the following notation:

<ßi,»Ä,Ö2)=      ¿2      sign(p)+     £     7(p).
p€Q~nißaQ~ per,nifcr2

Let K c M be a knot in a QHS, and let N = M - nbhd(#). Let / G
Hx(dN; Z) be a longitude of #, and let a and ¿> be primitive homology
classes in Hx(dN; Z) such that (a, l)(b, I) > 0 and (a, b) — 1. For primitive
x G Hx(dN; Z), let JV* denote the manifold obtained by Dehn surgery along

x.

Let C/ be a tubular neighborhood of K. We choose a Heegaard decomposi-

tion so that U corresponds to a handle of the first handlebody. More precisely,

let y a and y¡, be simple closed curves on dU representing a and b respec-

tively and intersecting once transversely. Attach 1-handles to U disjoint from

y a and y¡, so that Hx — Ul> {1-handles} and H2 - M - Hx form a Heegaard

splitting of M.
Let y c Z be the boundary of a regular neighborhood of ya U j>¿ in Z.

Let Sx, 32, ... , ôg-X c Z be boundaries of discs transverse to the cores of the

1-handles.
Let z G Hx(dU; Z) be primitive, and let yz cdU be a simple closed curve

representing z and disjoint from y. Let

of = {[/>] 6 *|/>(yz) = 1 and p(o¡) = 1 for 1 < i < g - 1},

ßfz - {M e *|/>(yz) = -1 and p(ot) = 1 for 1 < i < g - 1}.

(Of course, ßfz = i*ßf for appropriate x e 772(Z; Z/2). However, we will

treat it differently in what follows, so we adopt this new notation.) Note that ßf

and ß2 are representation spaces corresponding to a Heegaard decomposition

of the manifold which is the result of z-surgery along K. (That is, ±NZ .) It

follows that for a G H2(NZ ; Z/2) we have

;  („.       , ZpeQr n%Q2- Sign(f?) + Sp€rfn,fc7-a J(p)

Aa(iyz)     * |ffi(JVr;Z/2)||tf,(tfz;Z)|

Let /f denote the cohomology group from the following list which has the

largest order: 772(/Va ; Z/2), H2(Nb ; Z/2), or H2(Na+b ; Z/2). Note that for
any primitive z G Hx(dU; Z), 772(NZ ; Z/2) as well as H2(M; Z/2) either is
naturally isomorphic to or includes naturally into 77.

Assume z G Hx (d U ; Z) is primitive and satisfies 77 S H2(NZ ; Z/2) x Z/2.

If a = (a', 1) G H2(NZ; Z/2) x Z/2, then any inverse image ßa of a is an

inverse image of a' under the map

HX(L; Z/2) -» 772(ATZ ; Z/2) x Z/2 -► 772(/Vz ; Z/2)

where the second homomorphism is the projection onto the first factor and the

composite is the boundary operator in the Mayer-Vietoris cohomology sequence
for the triple (/Vz ; 77j, 772). It follows that

ix iAMI \(Ql,ißaQ2)\
IWVz)|     \Hi{Nz.^i2)\\Hx(Nz;Z)\-

In what follows, we abuse notation and write Xa(Nz) for any a g 77.   If

a <fc H2(NZ ; Z/2), we understand this to mean Xa>(Nz), where a — (a!, 1).

Also, we write Ja(X) for \Hl(X; Z/2)| \HX(X; Z)\Àa(X). We show
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Lemma 3.5 (due to Walker for a = 0). For a G 77,

UNa+b) = Ja(Na) + Ja(Nb) + ±(\Hx(Na; Z)| - \Hx(Nb;

Proof. Assume that ißjh. has been isotoped equivariantly with respect to the

771 (M ; Z/2) action into general position with Qfz for all primitive z in

Hx(dU; Z) with (z, /) ^ 0 and for all a.
Let A be a right-handed Dehn twist along yb . Further, let h denote the in-

duced maps on homology groups, homotopy groups, and representation spaces.

Note that h(a + b) = a, so h(Qax+b) = Q\ . Thus, we wish to show

(QTb . 'A.Ö2) - (h(Qax+b). 'Ä.Ö2) = (ßf - '/»aÖ2> + ¿(l#i W. ; Z)| - |77,(;V6 ; Z)|).

To measure the difference (Qax+b, ißaQ,2) ~ (h(Qax+b) > tyQß2) » we use the iso-

topy {»<}i6[o,i) of R induced by hf: R* -* R* , where

h*(p(x)) = p(x)   ifxGÄi(Zi),

*?(/>(?«)) = Ptob/Wrt-Vpira).

Here, Zi denotes Z cut apart along yb and /: SU(2) x [0, 1) -»• [0, 1] is a
smooth, Ad-invariant function such that f(X, t) = 1 if trace(X) > -1 -1,

f(-I, t) = 0 for all t, and /"(•, t) is monotonie for all t. An adaptation

of a proof of Walker for the a = 0 case [W, Lemma 3.36] shows that this

is a "not-so-special" isotopy of R; that is, ht(Q"+b) is transverse to iyjaß2 at

ßi+6njÄß2nZ for all t,ht(Txa+b) is transverse to i^r2 in S for all i,and
#, induces a symplectic bundle map of v for all í.

As in the case a = 0, an argument similar to that used to prove special

isotopy invariance shows that

¿2      sign(p) + <
P^Q;n,ßaQ-

1
53     -Cl(detV|J,<I>)   ifa = 0

peTtmßaT2

J2    ;U(detV|£),<D)       ifa = 0
l p€T¡nT2

is invariant under not-so-special isotopies as long as we use the induced arcs
and surfaces to calculate the Ci -terms. In other words, we know that

1

sign(p) + <

pe^ß^'-jn^e;

£       ¿c,(det VM*)), «/(*))   ifa^O
peh,(Tt)n,ßaT2

£      ^(det1^)), «,(<&))       ifa = 0

L p€h,(T¡)nT2

1

V
sign(p) + I

i-eö^-n^ß-

£     ^ (det >,,),*)    ifa^O

p£TimßaT2

1

T
£    jCX(detx(v{E),<t>)       ifa = 0

K per,nr2

for 0 < t < 1, where E and O are the surfaces and trivializations used for

calculating the ci-terms for p G Txa+b n i^T^ and ht(E) and »,(0) are the

images of E and <P under ht.
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Thus, we must first compare

lim 22 sign(p) + lim <
" peht(Q^b'-)rMßaQ-

¿2      \cx(dtXx(v^{E)),ht(<¡>)
peh,(Ti)nißaT1

ifa¿0,

£     ici (det Vm*)) >"<(*))
peh,(Ti)nT2

ifa = 0,

with the corresponding sums for points in ßf n ißaQ2 and ßf n ißjh. • We then
compare the corresponding integral terms, thereby proving the lemma.

We begin with the sign(p)-and cx-terms. We remark that as t approaches 1,

ht(QTb) approaches {[p] G R\p(ya) = 1} U {[p] G R\p(yb) = -1} = ßf U ßf* .
Moreover, as t -* 1, ht -> h on {[p] G R\p(yb) ^ -1}. Thus, intuitively, we

should be comparing the sign(p)- and cx -terms of" (ßf, ißaQ.2)+(Qx~h, ißaQ2) "

with those of (ßf, i#,ß2) + (ßf, ißaQi) ■ ®f course, we must make sense of the

term (Q\~b, ißaQ.2). Also, this will not quite work, since ht acts on ißaQax+b

differently than on ßf+Ä , so the ci-terms in the limit as t —► 1 may also involve

terms from (ßj~a, ißaQ2) and (ßf, ißaQi) • We start by determining the action

of ht on ißaQax+b as°f-> 1.

First of all, it is clear from the above that h(ißaQ"+b) must be contained in

the limit of ht(ißaQ^+b). We have

h(p ® ßa)(x) = (p <g> ßa)(x)   ifxG7ii(Zi),

h(p®ßa)(ya) = \       ,      s    .. 0 ,      .
\-p(rbVa)     lfßa{VbVa) = -l-

We see that

h(ißaQrb) = {■
lyQt     ifßa(a + b) = l,

yQxa   ifßa(a + b) = -l.

where y agrees with ßa except on loops representing nontrivial elements of

Hx(dU; Z) and y of such elements is 1.

In fact, the limit as í ^ 1 of ht(ißaQax+b) is iyQ\'a u iyQ[b where ex is

determined by the previous paragraph. This can be shown exactly as in the

SU(2) case. (See [W, proof of 3.36 and proof of 3.2].)

We now decide what we mean by (Qxb, ißaÜ2) and (Qxa, ißaQ.2) ■ We define

Up) for p e Qxb n ißaQ2. The definition of 7(p) for p G ßfa n i^ß2 is
analogous.

Note that Tx~b = ixTb for an appropriate x G 77'(Z; Z/2). However, we

do not want to define I(p) as in §3.1. (This is the reason for the change in

notation!) Remember we are thinking of ßf U ßj"6 as the limit as t -* 1 of

»i(ßf+i) ; therefore our terms I(p) should also be limits in some sense. We do
the following:

Let p G T~b n ißaT2 and let p', p" G T~b n ißaf2 be the lifts of p to S,
where p' = p" if p G Z . Choose an arc from id to the point x of intersection

of fxa and f~b in f{a and an arc from x to p' in T,-* . Let yx be the union
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of these, oriented from id to p'. (See Figure 3.2.1.) As usual, let y2 be an arc

from p' to ißa id in ißa T2. Let

l=[yi*(-yi) ifa = 0,

l y i * (-72) * ißji * (~ißj2)   otherwise.

Let y" - x(y'). Define the trivialization over y' (respectively, y") by tak-
ing det x(n¡) or det1 (ißat]j) over each of the arcs, patching in the usual way

at p', id, ißap', and ißa id, and patching at x and ißax so that the relative

homotopy class of the resulting section agrees with the relative homotopy class

of the limit as t -+ 1 of the corresponding sections over the appropriate arcs in

ht(Tla+b)Uißa T2 . Now define 7(p) in the usual manner, using these arcs and triv-

ializations. We now know what we mean by (Q[b, ißaQ2) and (ßj~a, ißaQ2).

These numbers are independent of the choice of special isotopy used to put the
representation spaces into general position by the usual argument.

Next we verify that

(1) £        sign(p)+      Y       l-cx (det1 {u)]Ep,9)

PeQal+b--rMßaQ- peT?+bn,ßaT2

Y       sign(p)+     Y      4Ci(det'(^)|£p,^)
peCfx--nißaQ- P£T?mßaT2

+    Y    siën(p)
p€Q;"--mßaQ-

+      Y      ^(detV)^. ,<D)   ifßa(b) = l.
P^T-bnißaT2

-       Y       sign(/7) + 2     Y     ^CiidetV)^,*)
P€Q".'-nißaQ7 p€T?n,ßaT2

(2) = 1 v^+ 2        }_j        sign(p)

peQ;b-n,ßaQ;

+ 2      S       4Ci(detl(^)|£p,^) + 2 ¿2        s^ÍP)
P€T-bmßaT2 peQ;"--n,ßaQ-

+ 2      S      4Ci(det1(I/)Up,0) + -       Y       sign(p)

peT-°mßaT2 peßf'-ni^ß"

+ i      Y      ^(det»^,*)    ifßa(b) = -\.
P€Tbn,ßaT2

By general position, we know that for t sufficiently close to 1,
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X(P")
Figure 3.2.1

Y sign(p)=        Y       sign(p)+       Y       sign(p).
pe*.(Qr--)niA>ß2-

Thus we must show

pe^~n,ßaQ- peQb--nißaQ2

(3) lim
t-*i

Y        ^(det'Mi*,*)
peh,(T?+b)n,ßaT2

í      E     jc.ídet1^,*)

(4) = <

PZTfnihT2

+   E -c,(detV)|£p,<I>)   if/í«(¿) = l.

PZT-°r\tßaT2

i     E     icKdct^^.^ + i      E      zMdetV)l£p,0)
2^4

per,"n%T2 peT-»nßaT2

4       2       TCi(det'(i/)^,*)
/»€r,-nifcr2

+5     E     ^(det»^,*)   ifj8a(é) = -l.
peT>m,aT2

To do so, we introduce terms 7(p', #') for p' G Tf n tya r2 and #' G «#, 7^ n

T2, where x = a or -6 and y = b or -a.

Assume ßa ^ 0. (If /?Q = 0, Walker has already calculated this difference
in [W]. Also, the following works even if ßa — 0 as long as we calculate 7(p)

be doubling our arcs and surfaces and then dividing by 2.)

Let p' G fxa n iPa T2 and let q' G ißa Txb n T2. Choose an arc yx from id

to p' in Txa and an arc y2 from ißa id to p' in ißa T2. Let y3 be an arc

from ißa id to q' in «^ T\ and 74 be an arc from id to q' in T2. Let

/ = 7i * (-72) * 73 * (-74), and let /' = r(y'), as shown in Figure 3.2.2. Let E

be a surface in 5 with dE = y' U y". Define a trivialization O over d E in

the usual manner, patching where necessary using P± .
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Figure 3.2.2

Let J(p', q') = KdtdetViJ, O) - JE to). We claim
J(p',q')=x2(I(p) + I(q)),

where p' and q' are lifts of p and q respectively to 5. To see this, note that

we could define J(ißaq', iß„p') similarly, with our first arc from id to ißaq' in

f\ and so on. The sum J(p', q') + J(ißaq', ißap') is independent of the choice

of surface with boundary y'p, ql U y'¿, q, U y',ßaq> ,,ßaP- U V1,'^ ,,hP> by the usual

argument; in particular we may take two surfaces, appropriate for calculating

7(p) and I(ißaq) respectively. Clearly J(p', q') - J(ißaq', ißap'), so the claim

holds. _
We may define J(p', q') similarly for p' g Txx n ißaf2 and q' G \ßf{ n f2 ,

where x = —b and y = -a . Again, we obtain J(p', q') = \(I{p) + +I(q)) ■

Note that for each p' G fxa+b n ißa f2, a surface E' suitable for calculating

I(p) tends to a surface E suitable for calculating either I(q) for some q in Txa

or Txb (if ßa(b) = 1) or J(r', s') for some r', s' as above (if ßa(b) = -1).

We wish to compare the corresponding Ci-terms. Note that if ßa(b) — 1,

then the corresponding ci-terms satisfy the desired relation trivially. Assume

ßa(b) = ~\.

Let E be a surface suitable for calculating J(r', s') for some r' and s' as

above. We wish to compute cx(detx(u)\E, 0!im) -cx(detx(v)\E , <Py) where <Piim

is the trivialization which is the limit of the trivialization for computing 7(p)

for the corresponding p g Txa+br\ißaT2 and <P/ is the trivialization of described

above for computing J(r', s'), where r' and s' are the appropriate points in
dE. Since the surface involved is the same for each term, this difference is just
the difference of the trivializations cx(detl(v)\E , Oum) - c^det1^)^ , Oy) =

1>lim - ®J •

Now the trivializations themselves agree by definition except for the patch-

ing process at r', ißa id, s', id, t(r'), x(ißa id) = ißa id, t(s') , and r(id) = id.
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Hence the difference is just the sum of the homotopy classes of

Û limft((p m-*W««+*ï   a-+\>

75

t(/»+(det1(»ri2),det1(i/»0»i2,r')))

+ lim«í(7J_(det1(»f+*),det1(í/?a»2
í—i

,r0))|

+ i{P+(det1(i/,Qf72>r');det1(Wfir,)) + /J-(det1(i/,QW2,rO!det1(i/îaWf;r,))}

and so on, where all homotopy classes are in nx(Sl). But at r(r'), the corre-

sponding homotopy class is that of

i |lim«í(7>+(det1(»f+6(r,)), det1^,^)).

+ lñn«í(7J_(det1(nf^(r,)),det1(ÍA»2>r(r'))))}

+ i{P+(det1(^«2,T(r-)),det1(wf)l(r,)))

+ 7J_(det x(ißan2Mn), det x(ißar\ax>t(rl)))},

which is the negative of the homotopy class at r'. Similarly, the homotopy

classes at ißa id and z(ißa id) = ißa id cancel, as do those at s' and t(s') and

id and r(id) = id. Hence the difference of the trivializations is 0.

(1) = (2) now follows if we are careful to match up (r1) 's and (s1) 's properly

according to the action of ßa on a, b and a + b.
Thus, we have

f (ßf,^ß2) + (ßre,^ß2)

E    /œ+   ¿2   i   w
P€T^bn,ßaT2 JE"        P£Tfn,ßaT2 Jh^)

+   y   I   °> üßa{b) = u
PeT-bnlßaT2Jh^

l2((Qax,ißaQ2) + (Qxa,ißaQ2)

+ (ß?,^ß2) + (ßr6>^ß2»

- E h+l2 e /
p677+»nifcr2  Ep PtT?mßaT2 Jh^Ep)

1

(ßf+0,^ß2) = <

œ

+

+ -,

I       V        Í       CO+-      V       Í
1 peTrnHaJh^œ+ 2 p^nlßaJh^

1

œ

Y      I      co   ifßa(b) = -l,
2 Per-bnlßaT2Jh^

where the surfaces hx(Ep) are the images under hx  of the surfaces used to

calculate EpeT^bn,ßaT2 SEp œ ■

Before dealing with the integral terms, we rewrite (Qxb, ißaQ.2) and (Qxa,

ißaQ2) in terms of (ßf, i^ßa) and (ßf, ißaQ2).
Since these numbers are independent of the choice of special isotopies used to

put the various representation spaces into general position, we may assume that
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our isotopies were equivariant with respect to the Hl(Nb ; Z)- and Hx(Na ; Z)-

group actions, respectively. Thus, we may assume that ]Cpefi"*,-ni n S^(P) =

^Qb-nlßaQ^(P) and ^6ßr-n,,Qß2sign(p) = £p6er'n,fcr/àgn(p), since

the points cover the same points in Rso(3) and the covering map is orientation
preserving.

We begin with (Qx~b, ißjQ.2) ■ Let E be a surface suitable for computing

I(p), where p G TxbC\tßa T2. Then E is also suitable for computing 2J(x', p'),

where x' G Txa n iAr2 n Z and p' is a lift of p to S. Since I(x) = 0,

2J(x', p') = 7(p). Here p is viewed as an element of iyTxb n /^r2 , where

y G T7'(Z; Z/2) is chosen so that zy id = x. We wish to compare the ci-terms

for each viewpoint.

Since the surfaces are identical, the difference of the ci-terms is just the
difference of the trivializations Oiim - <P^± , where Oum is the trivialization

when p is viewed as a point in Txb n ißaT2 and 3>p± is the trivialization for
computing 2J(x', p'). The trivializations agree except for the patching process

at x'. Note that the difference in the cx -terms is actually independent of the

choice of surface E, since both values of 7(p) are and the integrals agree.

Moreover, the patching process at x' used for the computation of 2J(x', p')
is independent of the choice of E. It follows that the patching process at x'

in <Pnm is also independent of the choice of surface. Then it is clear that the

patching process for Oum is in fact independent of the point p'. It follows that

the difference of the cx -terms is in fact independent of p'. It is the average of

to iynb x, in <t>,im (for anythe homotopy classes given by the path from r\\ x,

p G Txb n ißji) followed by P±(iynbtX,, tx,J-
Note that this is independent of ßa . It follows from [W, 3.48 and the proof

of 4.10] that ((ßf*, ß2) - (ßf, ß2)) + ±\Hx(Nb ; Z)| = 0. This implies that
«him - ®j = -1 for all p e Txb n i^Ta.

A similar argument shows that the difference in the cx -terms for points p G
—ar,,- T. ;. u_i    We obtain

r<ßf,i/uß2> + <ß?.'A.ß2>

Txar\ißaT2 is +1

yj+è(ör.%e2> = <

z 1
peT?+bnißaT2

w+   E
PeT?mßaT2

Jh
co

hi(E„)

W+ ? LpeT-bmßaT2

(Qax,%Q2) + (Ql%Q2)

ihi(Ep
¿\Hx(Nb;Z)\    ifßa(b)

1
+ 2

+-,

z L
P€T?+bn,ßaT2   ""

z l
peT-°nlßaT2Jh>

5.1

CO +
1

GJ +

E
per«nifcr2

1

y*
ta

Ai(i£,)

(£P

P^T-DnißaT2
(Ep)

Z
p6r*m&r2

/
<y

1
Hx(Nb;Z)\    ifßa(b) = -l.
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We now turn out attention to the integrals. Let E be a surface suitable for

computing I(p) for some p G Txa+b n ißaT2. We wish to compare JEco and

JE 0), where Ex is the image of E under lim^i ht. We may assume E and

Ex differ by the tracks of the arcs yx and ißjx under {ht} . These tracks lie

in the sets {[p] G R\p(o¡) = 1, 1 < / < g - 1} and {[p] G ÄKi^/OO*,-) = 1,
1 < i < g - 1}, respectively. (Recall that o¡ bounds a disk transverse to the

ith 1-handle in 77i.) Denote the corresponding surfaces by F[ and F[ , so

Ex=EUF(l)F{   ifßa{b) = l,

EXUF¡ = E\J F¡   if ßa(b) = -1.

By naturality, we have JF, w = JF co. Here F¡ is the projection of F[ onto

the set {[p] G R\Pj(Sj) = pj(Kj) = 1,  1 < j < g - 1} where {ya ,yb,Sx,KX,
... , Sg-X, Kg-X} are a symplectic set of curves on Z.

If ßa(a) = ßa(b) = ßa(a + b), Walker's proof shows that

(Oz U- z U
peT?+bmßaT2      r' peT^bmßaT2       2

= ±(\Hx(Na;Z)\-\Hx(Nb;

Otherwise:

+ 2-\Hx(Nb:

iß(D
iB (^f6)

Projections onto {[p] e R\ p(8() = p(K;) = 1 )

Figure 3.2.3
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T^a+ö

Figure 3.2.4

The surfaces Fx are of the form shown in the upper pictures in Figure 3.2.3.

If ßa(b) — 1, the surfaces 72 are of the form shown in the lower pictures. In

either case, we have

(v-l)l2

^4jFœ     2 (   E   „(„ + „)(

2/+1

(u+v-2)/2  /

+   E   ('
/=(«+l)/2   \

u(u + v)
fu + v     2/+1V

where \Hx(Na; Z)\ = nv, \Hx(Nb; Z)\ = nv, (u, v) = 1, and u and v are
both odd. Similar formulas hold if v or u is even. If ßa(b) = -1, the surfaces

are of one of these forms. We have

çU-çiO-/.-)
In Figures 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, examples of the various possibilities for the pro-

jections of the surfaces 7^ and F2 are shown, and formulas for calculating the

sums of the areas of the appropriate triangles are given. We see that
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E       \ JfCO= ^(\Hx(Na;Z)\-\Hx(Nb;Z)\) + ^\Hx(Nb;Z)\,
p€T?+bmßaT2

while

z M
( ^-2(\Hx(Na;Z)\-\Hx(Nb;Z)\) + \\Hx(Nb;

w= <

p€T?+bmßaT2

It follows that

ifßa(b) = l,

-±(\Hx(Na;Z)\-\Hx(Nb;Z)\)

-\\Hx(Nb;Z)\ - \\Hx(Na+b;Z)\   if ßa(b) = -1.

sign(p) + m
peQl+b--n,ßaQ- p€T?+bn,ßaT2

Y     sign(p)+    y    I[J>)+      E      si&n^)
peç^'-n^Q- peT?mßaT2 p^Q\-'^ißaQ2

+     E     I{p) + z{\Hi(Na\Z<)\-\Hx(Nb;
p€TbmßaT2

-í\Hx(Nb;Z)\ + \\Hx(Nb;Z)\   if ßa(b) = I

Y     sign(p)+   y   7^) +     E     sign(p)
peQÏ • ' n% ß2" Pe T^mßa T2 peQ\'~nHa q~

+     Y     I(p) + \\Hi(Na;Z)\-\\Hx(Nb;Z)\
peT»n,ßaT2

+ i(|77,(yya; Z)| - \Hx(Nb;Z)\) +±\Hx(Nb;Z)\

-\\Hx(Na+b;Z)\   ifßa(b) = -l.

Finally, we obtain

UK+b) = UNa) + Ja(Nb) + ±(\Hx(Na ; Z)\ - \Hx(Nb ; Z)|)

for all a e 77. This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem. Any Q77S M is of the form Na, where K is a knot in

M and a is the appropriate class in the first homology group of a tubular
neighborhood of K. Choosing K appropriately, we may assume that a has

even order in Hx (M ; Z).

Note that (a, b) = 1 implies that exactly one of H2(Na ; Z/2), H2(Nb ; Z/2),
and H2(Na+b; Z/2) is isomorphic to 77. Since a has even order in HX(M; Z),

we must have 77 S H2(Na ; Z/2).

If a = (a', 1) in 77, where a' e H2(Nb ; Z/2) £ H2(Na+b ; Z/2), this means
that we have shown

K'(Na+b) = Xa(Na) + Xa,(Nb) + K\Hx(Na ; \Hx(Nb;

But applying the lemma to (a', 0), we obtain
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la<(Na+b) = h«',o)(Na) + Xa'(Nb) + ±(\Hx(Na;Z)\ - \Hx(Nb;

It follows that Ja(Na) = Â~(a' ,o)(Na).
Now choose another knot K' in M such that M = N^i, where a' has

even order in HX(M; Z). Inductively, we obtain Ja(Na) = Jo(Na) for all a G

H2(Na ; Z/2) and hence AQ(A^a) = À0(Na). Since A0(iVa) = ]Hi{A}.z/2)^su(2)(Na)

by Corollary 3.2, this proves the theorem.   D

4. Invariants for some other low-pank groups

In this chapter we define invariants of M counting SU(2) x Sx-, U(2)-,

Spin(4)-, and SO(4)-representations. We begin with SU(2) x Sx.

4.1.   The SU(2) x S '-invariant.   Let M be a QHS. We define an invariant

¿su(2)xs'W of M and show ksl]{2)xSi(M) = \HX(M; Z)|ASU(2)(M). We define
numbers 7(p) for p G r1;SU(2)X5i n r2iSU(2)X5i such that

(5)
, iM,     ^K*™**^.»,^ Slgn(jP) + E^r..suPlx^r2,SU(2)x„ 7(P)

hv(2)*v(M) - \HX(M;Z)\

is a well-defined invariant of M. We will need

Lemma 4.1. det1(fSU(2)X5i)   is the induced bundle   7r*det1(ivSu(2)).   where

n: ^su(2)x5' -* <Ssu(2) is the projection. Moreover,

det1(nJ)SU(2) x Sx) = n*det1 (»,iSU(2)),

and cob' = n*œB, where B is the Ad-invariant, positive definite bilinear form
on su(2) and B' = B © BSi is that on su(2) © u(l).

This is proven as Lemma 2.5. We obtain

Corollary 4.2. The first Chern class cx (det1 (^su(2)xs0) o/det1(ysu(2)X5i) is rep-

resented by a multiple coSV{2)xSi of coB< ■ In fact, coSV{2)xSi = n*coSV{2).

It follows that we may define

lin) = {   2 (Cl^detl^SU(2)x5')|£ ' °) - / <°SU(2)x5i j     if P t

lo ifpG

^SU(2)xS'

if P G ZSU(2)x5i

for p G 7,i,su(2)x5' n 72;SU(2)x5i > where E and <P are chosen as in the SO(3)

case, replacing 5SO(3) and fjtSO(3) with SSu(2)xS' and f,)SU(2)x5i. These

numbers are well defined by the usual argument. Moreover, the arguments of

§2 and [W, II.B] show that ¿su(2)xs' is a well-defined invariant of M. We show

Theorem 4.3. ASU(2)x5,(Af) = \HX(M; Z)|ASU(2)(A7).

Proof. Note that 7*SU(2)x5, = 7vSU(2) xRs*, and ßJiSu(2)xS' = Qj,sum x Qj,s^ ■

Moreover, ßi>Su(2) x ßi,s> n ß2,su(2) x ß2,s> is just the product (ßi,su(2) n
ß2,su(2)) x (Qx >Si n ß2jSi), at least before isotopy.

Note that ßi^i  and ß2)si  are already in general position in RSi, since
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77i (M ; Z) is finite.   It follows that we may choose our special isotopy h :

#su(2)xs' x 7 — i?su(2)x5, to be the identity on Rsi. Assume that ßi,su(2)xs'

has been isotoped into general position with respect to ß2,su(2)x5i by such an

isotopy.

Let p G ßr;SU(2)x5i n Ö2",su(2)x5i ' and let P = n(P~) > where n is the projec-

tion Rsv{2)xs> -* -Rsu(2) • We have

,_N       [ßl,SU(2)xS'][ß2,SU(2)x51]
sign(p) =-'-^-LTJ-J-

lASU(2)xS'J

_ [ßl, SU(2)][ßl,5' ][ß2, SU(2)][ß2,S' ]

[^SU(2)][7^si]

- (    l)g(ig-i) t^1 »SU(2)][ß2,SU(2)][ßl ,S>][ß2,S»]

= sign(p)

[7^SU(2)][7<51]

[ßl,5-][ß2,5-l

But

[ßi,s.][ß2,s-] = [Ti,si][T2,si] = [Tx,Si][T2<Si]

[Rs>] [Ss>\ [SSi]       '

which is 1 by definition. Hence sign(p) = sign(p).

Now let q e TXtSV{2)xSi n r2jSU(2)xSi, and let q = n(q). Fix a surface E

for calculating I(q).  By Lemma 4.1, detVsu(2)xSi)|£ = n* detx(vSu(2))\*(E) ■

Hence ^(detVsu^xsOiJ = Ci(det'(iA¡u(2))|£) •

Also by Lemma 4.1, n takes det'(^;SU(2)X5i)|£) to det1(f/JjSu(2))|£) • More-

over, n maps fibers isomorphically, so the patching procedures at lsu(2)xs' > Q'

and q" agree with those at lsu(2), tf',and q" . Hence cx(detx(i/s[j(2)xSi)\E), <P)

= c, (det1 (vsu(2))|,(£) ),*)•

Finally, the degree of the map E —> n(E) is clearly one, so we have

/   wSU(2)xS' =   /       G>su(2)-
Je j 7i(E)

It follows that I(q) = I (a).
Now note that ßi,sinß2 Si consists of \HX(M;Z)\ points. Hence there are

\HX(M;Z)\ points in ßi>Su(2)xs< n ß2,Su(2)x5' over each point in ßi,SU(2)n

ß2,su(2) • Thus,

Y sign(p)+ Y 7(P)
Peol,SU(2)xS'n02,SU(2)x.S1 PeM,SU(2)xSln-'2,SU(2)xS1

= \HX(M;Z)\[ Y sign(^)+ E /(P)
V^ßi, SU(2)nß2, SU(2) P€ Tt _ su(2)n7"2 ,SU(2)

4.2.   The U(2)-invariant.   We define an invariant XV{2)(M) of the QHS M

and show Au(2)(Af) = \HX(M; Z)\Xsu(2)(M).

Recall that SU(2) x5'c Spin(4) is the double cover of U(2) c SO(4).
Exactly as in the SO(3) case, we obtain
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Lemma 4.4. det1(fSU(2)X5i) is the induced bundle 2*det1(i/U(2)) where 2: Ssu(2)

—► ^su(2) is the map of degree 2 which is the restriction to S0l x Sx of the map

^su(2)xs> -♦ Pv(2) ■ Moreover det1(«yjSU(2)x5.) = 2* detx(njtV{2)).

Corollary 4.5. The first Chern class cx (det1 (^su(2))) of det1 (i>su(2)) is represented

by a multiple coV(2) of coB'.

Thus, we may again define

Hp) = f 2 (ci(detVu(2))|£,$)-£wu(2)J    ifP

lo ifp
i ZV(2) ,

e %V(2)

for p G 7'i,u(2) n ^2,u(2) > where E and <P are chosen as in the SU(2) case.

Again, we obtain a well-defined invariant

(6) Au<2>(M) =-|77l(M;Z)|-•

We show

Theorem 4.6.  XV{2)(M) = \HX(M; Z)|ASU(2)(M).

Proof. Note that there exists a map d: U(2) -» SO(3) such that the diagram

SU(2) x Sx —?—* SU(2)

U(2)       —2-^ SO(3)

commutes. Here, the vertical maps are induced by the double cover Spin(n) -h
SO(n). To see this, recall that U(2) is just SU(2) x Sl/(x, y) ~ (-x, -y)

We send [(x, y)] to [x]. This induces a diagram

RSV(2)xSi   -y  RsV(2)

Ru(2)       -►  7iS0(3)

We claim that a special isotopy h of 7\SO(3) induces a special isotopy of

7?u(2) such that dh(R\j(2)) = «(Rso(3)) • Let » be a special isotopy of 7*So(3) »

and let h! be the induced special isotopy of i?Su(2) • Then h = h' x id is a

special isotopy of Rsv(2) x i?5i = Rsu(2)xs' • Moreover, h is equivariant with

respect to the 771 (M ; Z/2)-action, since

(A' x id)(ißa(U x V)) = («' x id)(ißaU x ißV)

= ißah'(U)xißV

for an open set U x V in i?Su(2) x Rsi which maps homeomorphically onto its

image in /?u(2) • Hence h descends to a special isotopy of /îrj(2) •
Assume all representation spaces have been put into general position using

special isotopies induced from that of i?So(3) • Note that sign(p) = sign(d(p))
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for p G Qx U(2) n ß2 U(2), since the vertical maps in the second diagram above

are orientation preserving and

sign(p) = sign(p)   for p G ßr,Su(2)xs> n 'A.Ö2~,su(2)xS'

by Theorem 4.3.
We have a diagram

^SU(2)x5'   -*  ^SU(2)

¿U(2)       -►  ¿SO(3)

Here, the map d is simply a projection, and it is clear that d is a bundle

map. We obtain det1 (vv{2)) = d* det1 (^so(3)) • Then an argument similar to that

of the proof of Theorem 4.3 shows 7(p) = I(d(p)) for all p eTXt u(2) n T21 u(2).
Finally, note that if all special isotopies are induced as described above, we

have

ßl,SU(2)xS' nß2,SU(2)xS'   -»   ßl ,SU(2) H ß2,SU(2)

ßl, U(2) H ß2, U(2) -►   ßl, SO(3) n ß2, SO(3)

Then counting inverse images at each stage, we see that each element of

Qi,u(2) nß2,c/(2) is covered by \HX(M;Z)\ points. The theorem follows.   D

4.3. The Spin(4)-invariant. We define an invariant AsPin(4)(A7) of M and

show XSpiD{4](M) = |77,(M; Z)|(ASU(2)(M))2 .

Note that the stratification of i?sPin(4) is more complicated than in previous

cases. Thus, we must be a bit more careful.
To start with, we must decide what isotopies are allowable. Note that Spin(4)

= SU(2) x SU(2), so we may identify the representation spaces 7?sPin(4) =

Rsv(2) x 7?su(2) ) and so on. Define an isotopy of i?Spm(4) to be special if it is the

product of special isotopies of Rsv(2) ■ Since Qx _ su(2) and ß2, su(2) can be put
into general position by a special isotopy of 7<Su(2), it is clear that ßi,su(2) *
ßi,su(2) can be put into general position with respect to ß2,su(2) x ß2,su(2)

using a special isotopy of 7^sPin(4) •

We need to define correction terms for all of the various strata of iiSpin(4) ■

Let n¡: i?su(2) x i?su(2) —> i?Su(2) be the projection onto the rth factor. We
define

(-l)^-17(re1(p))sign(7t2(p))   ifp G Ssu(2) x Rs\J(2)>

(-l)g~x sina(nx(p))I(n2(p))   if p G 7<SU(2) x Ssu(2) »

(-l)^-17(rt1(p))7(^2(p))     ifp G Ssu(2) X 5SU(2) ,

0    if p G ZSu(2) X i?su(2) Orp G 7\su(2) x Zsu(2)-

I{p) = {

Finally, set

¿SPin(4) (M ) - ( - 1 )s      -
1 ̂ eQr.Spin(4)nQ2",Spln(4) ̂ ^ + ^ ^ ■ WW^ .SpinW l' Ü)
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We show

Theorem 4.7. XSpin{4)(M) = \HX(M; Z)\(XSV{2)(M))2. In particular, XSpiD{4)(M)

is a well-defined invariant of the QHS M.

Proof. Let p G ßriSpin(4) n ß^sp^)- We wish to compare sign(p) with

sign(7Ti(p))sign(7r2(p)), where 7r, is the projection /?sPin(4) -♦ 7?su(2) onto the

ith factor. We have

Sign(p) = IQ'.SpinWlKk.Spinffll
[^SPin(4)]

_ [ßl,SU(2)][ßi,su(2)][ß2,SU(2)][ß2,su(2)]

[-RsU(2)][-Rsu(2)]

_ ,    1x(3^-3)(3g-3)^'-SU(2)]^2-SU(2)^QÍ,SU(2)][62,SU(2)]

[-RSU(2)][^SU(2)]

= (-l)g~x sign(^i(p)) sign(n2(p)).

It follows that

(-o*-1      y     si^(p)+     E     7tp)
P6or,Spin(4)n02",Spm(4) PeTi,SpM4)nT2,s^w

I \
Y        sign(p)+        Y       I[J>)

Vßrsu(2)nÖ2",SU(2) 7",,SU(2)nr2,su(2)        J

( \

Y        sign(p) + Y        7(P)    •
\OÍ7sU(2)n027sU(2) rí,SU(2)n72,SU(2) /

This shows AsPin(4)(^7) = |77i(A7; Z)\(XSv(2)(M))2 • Since this relationship
is independent of the choice of special isotopy, the choice of orientations of

Tx and T2, and the choice of Heegaard decomposition of M, we see that

^sPin(4)(-^7) is a well-defined invariant of M.   D

We remark that there should be the usual geometric descriptions of
(-l)g~x siga(7cx(p))I(n2(p)), (-l)g-lI(nx(p))_sign(n2(p)) and (-l)g-xI(nx(p))

x I(n2(p)) for p g ßljSU(2) x r1;su(2) n ß2,Su(2) x T2,su(2),P e rliSu(2) x

ßf,su(2) n r2,su(2) x ß2"iSu(2) ' and P G ^î.spinw n T2>Spin{4) in terms of the

determinant line bundles of the various Zariski normal bundles. For p g

ßr,su(2) x ^i ,su(2) n ß2",su(2) x 72,su(2) and p G Tx )SU(2) x ßj~>su(2) n r2)su(2) x

ßJsum ' arguments similar to those for SU(2) x Sx- and U(2)-theory, where

extra care is taken with signs, will show that the correction terms defined in

this way agree with those coming from SU(2)-theory as given above. For

P €TX¡ sPin(4) n T2, sPin(4) this would involve much more work.

4.4. The SO(4)-invariant. Our final task is to define an invariant Xso(4)(M)

and show
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Theorem 4.8. XSO{4)(M) = \HX(M; Z)pSu(2)(M))2.

All proofs are completely analogous to other proofs in this paper. We there-
fore simply outline the approach.

As in §4.2, we have the diagram

Spin(4) —^ SU(2) x SU(2)

21 l2*2
SO(4)   —?i-+ SO(3) x SO(3)

and the induced diagrams of representation spaces.  Let a special isotopy of

^so(4) be one which is induced from a special isotopy of Rso(3) > as in §4.2.

Let p G ßi,s(0(2)x0(2)) n ß2,5(0(2)xo<2)) • As in §2.2, we define

i

■
,   jñ&iP)     if>e7?S(0(2)x0(2))>

\ sign(p)   if p G 7íz/2ez/2®z/2 :

where p is a lift of p to a smooth cover U of a neighborhood U of p.

Moreover, we define

f(-l)^-17(7r1(p))sign(7r2(p))

if p G the copy of U(2) covering SSO{3) x Rsow,

(-l)g~x sièn(nx(p))I(n2(p))

if p G the copy of U(2) covering i?So(3) x Sso(3),

(-l)g-xI(ni(p))I(n2(p))    ifp G 5¿"0(4) orp G Sz/2©z/2,

LO     ÍfpGÍ?sU(2)-

Finally, set

^eß"     nß-, slSn(^) + Sper,,30,4,^,50,4, 7(^)

m = {

^SO(4) = (-l)i-i:
\HX(M;Z)\

Arguments analogous to those in §§4.2 and 4.3 show that this defines an

invariant of M and XSO{4)(M) = \HX(M; Z)Psu(2)(Af))2 .
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